Rapid flare development evoked by current frequency-dependent stimulation analyzed by full-field laser perfusion imaging.
We analyzed, with a new imaging technique, the rapid axon reflex flare responses in human skin upon transcutaneous delivery of electrical stimuli at 1, 5, 10 and 50 Hz in single bursts of five pulses each. Two-dimensional perfusion images covering an area of 8 x 8 cm(2) were captured at 25 Hz and their averages saved at 0.5 Hz. The stimulation caused an axon reflex flare (maximum 3 cm(2), 20 s after stimulation) that gradually resolved within 2 min. Maximum flare responses developed at 5 Hz, whereas pain ratings increased with stimulation frequency. The highest neuropeptide release at 5 Hz correlates to the discharge characteristics of mechanoinsensitive C-fibers, whereas the maximum pain intensity at 50 Hz may be attributed to the activation of A-delta fibers.